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Part 1: Information on The Commedia School
Name and address
THE COMMEDIA SCHOOL
Studio address: Praestoegade 17, Baghuset, DK 2100 Copenhagen Ø, Denmark, Tel. +45 35421944
Postal address: Ellemosevej 1A,DK 2900 Hellerup, Denmark, Tel. +45 22403389

Academic calendar
First year 36/37 weeks from beginning of September to beginning of June
Second year 28/29 weeks from October to beginning of May.

Academic authorities
School Director:

Ole Brekke

Teachers:

Janusz Komodowski
Ruth Lerche
Marcello Bosschar
Finbarr Ryan
Petra Förenbach

General description (status and type)
The Commedia School offers a 2 years physical theater program, corresponding to 120 ECTS-credits, at professional
higher education level. It is an international school and all teaching is done in English.

Program offered
The program offered is a physical theater program on popular theatrical forms; Mask, mime, tragedy, melodrama, clown,
puppets, commedia dell arte, cabaret, story telling, personage and buffoon.

Admission requirements and registration procedures
For entrance into THE COMMEDIA SCHOOL:
An application with
- personal information
- description of past experiences, especially those related to theatre
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- description of why the applicant wish to attend The Commedia School
- a recent photo
- two letters of recommendation from people who know the applicants work in the performing arts
An interview, with school director Ole Brekke, held at the school . (Other arrangements can be made for those from other
continents or who are unable to come to Copenhagen for the interview.)
The cost for the school year 2012-2013 is DKK 45,000. approximately US$ 8,000, € 6000.
Note: At higher education level 12 years of school is a required background, but exceptions can be made from a
evaluation of prior learning (“Realkompetencevurdering”) done by the school director.

ECTS credit allocation based on the student workload needed in order to achieve expected learning outcomes.
The ECTS system is a means of promoting widespread student mobility.
ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) is a quantified means of expressing the volume of learning
based on the workload students need in order to achieve the expected outcomes of a learning proces at a specified level.
1 credit = 27,5 hours of contacthours and independent preparation hours by students.
The use of ECTS, in conjunction with outcomes-based qualifications frameworks, makes programmes and qualifications
more transparent and facilitates the recognition of qualifications. This means that ECTS among other things;
- encourages wider access to and participation in lifelong learning, by making programmes more flexible and
facilitating the recognition of prior achievement.
- facilitates student mobility within a given institution or country, from institution to institution, from country to
country, and between different educational sectors and contexts of learning.
ECTS is the credit system for higher education used in the European Higher Education Area, involving all countriesʼ
engaged in the Bologna Process (currently 46 countries. For full list see: http://www.bologna2009benelux.org). Most
Bologna countries have adopted ECTS by law for their higher education system, and Denmark is one of them.
Furthermore ECTS is increasingly used by institutions in other continents.
Therefore it is possible to get credit for studies at The Commedia School while enrolled in other University or higher
education institutions. View the course structure diagram and the associated descriptions for more information on ECTS
and check with your university or higher education institution. The credit transfer can only take place if the receiving (and
degree-awarding) institution recognises the credits and the associated learning outcomes.
First year: 60 ECTS ( ~ classhours 30 ECTS and independent work, groupwork and performances 30 ECTS)
Second year: 60 ECTS ( ~ classhours 25 ECTS and independent work, groupwork and performances 35 ECTS)
Total: 120 ECTS

Part 2: Information on physical theater program

General description:

Titel for graduates upon completion of the program
Upon completion of the two years of study at The Commedia School, the graduate will be:
Entrepreneurial actor and Creative performer / Actor creator entrepreneur

Profile of the program
The fundamental goal of The Commedia School is to develop the creative performer.
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The Commedia School develops the skills and confidence that will allow the graduates to develop as independent artists,
make their own opportunities and help broaden the theatre ecology.
The basis of the training is movement, the physical aspect of acting, which is often left out of traditional acting programs.
The course is grounded in the pedagogical methods of Carlo Mazzone-Clementi, Jacques Lecoq, and Moshe
Feldenkrais. Feldenkrais training, the Awareness Through Movement training, forms the foundation of the curriculum.
This training is essential to develop the intuitive awareness of the body and correct habitual distortions, to release the
voice, and set the performer in the best possible physical and mental condition to play.
From this physical base, the fundamental method of study is improvisation, a continuous study of situations where the
students can discover the world around them and themselves, where creativity is demanded at all times.
The program includes training in the styles story telling, mime, mask, clown, melodrama, buffoon, cabaret, puppets,
tragedy, personage, commedia dell arte. The students create performances in the different styles.

Key learning outcomes
The following key learning outcomes describe what the graduates from The Commedia School upon completion of the toyear program are expected to know, understand and be able to do.
The key learning outcomes form a “profile” of a graduate from The Commedia School and this profile-description aims at
making the objectives of the program clear and easily understood for students, employers and other stakeholders.
Regarding student mobility the learning outcomes make it easy for the receiving institution to compare qualifications and
thus the description of learning outcomes helps facilitate the recognition of achievements.
The fundamental objective of The Commedia School is to produce skilled and trusted performers who know their
responsibility to their public and have developed the sensitivity, capability, and desire to serve their public. The goal is to
develop the unique performing personalities of each student.
According to the national qualifications framework the learning outcomes are indicated within three areas:
- Knowledge and understanding
- Skills
- Competences
Upon completion of the two years of study at The Commedia School, the graduates will be able to:
Knowledge and understanding








Know what defines the different styles, and understand the technical aspects which make the styles, as well as
understand how the different styles are related and support eachother.
Control and be aware of movements (physical awareness) based on the ability to analyse how the body functions in
movement,‐ grounded in the discoveries of Moshe Feldenkrais.
Be confident in physical skills and understand how movement relates to performing, in character, in imagery, and in the
use of space
Understand how movement can initiate creative processes.
Read and understand a text from a sensory ‐ , linguistic ‐ and movement perspective.
Understand the basic concept of how to develop performances through the means of improvisation, alone and in groups;
i.e. Devised theater.
Relate to contemporary social, intercultural and artistic issues and apply these to a performing context.

Skills





Master the craft of physical theater, including a range of acting skills demanded by the different styles: Mask, Story
Telling, Personnage, Pantomime, Clown, Puppets, Melodrama, Tragedy, Bouffon, Cabaret and Commedia dell’arté.
Create a stock character within the framework and demands of the different styles at the school.
Master skills in mime, movement, voice and acrobatics and the awareness to make every moment on stage fresh and
alive; i.e. the basic art of comedy/commedia.
Use movement skills to clearly convey character, images, atmosphere and ambiance to an audience.
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Improvise, including to interact and play with the audience and to be receptive to what the other actors are giving them
on stage. As well as master a sense of timing and a sense of play individually and with others.
Be creative to the degree that they can contribute to theatrical development as a part of an ensemble, creating their own
shows, or creating new categories of performing.
Use language to express artistically in a performing context, including master vocal projection and vocal control in
diverse performing spaces.
Develop a character with physical and vocal characteristics on the basis of self‐made costumes and self‐produced masks.
Master movement characteristics of materials, animals and humans and apply this in the development of characters and
interaction.

Competences










Take responsibility of own career as theater‐entrepreneur.
Be confident in their ability to deal with the demands of diverse performing situations.
Apply and adapt Commedia into a broad range of contexts and create a character that matches the performance whether
it is on stage, street theater, circus, puppet theater, magic, children’s theater, installation art, cabaret, and film.
Be at ease in themselves on stage, available and ready to play, confident in their technical ability, and aware of their
responsibilities as professional artists ready to serve the public.
Have awareness to recognize and understand their strengths performing in the several styles studied at The Commedia
School
Be prepared to continue to stretch their limits of understanding of life, laughter, and its artistic theatrical expression
Lead and enter into a constructive cooperation with others, also with a different theater‐ and cultural background, so
that shared ressources are used and developed best possible.
Be entrepreneurs and create own performances, acts, shows, monologues, etc. alone and in cooperation with others.
Teach children and adults in movement based theatrical forms.

Occupational profiles of graduates
Graduates from The Commedia School can be found engaged in numerous diverse artistic endeavors in many countries
including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stage
Circus
Film, TV
Street theatre
Teaching
Installation
Puppet theatre
Scenography
Lighting design
Events
Performing waiters
Producing/Directing
Visual arts, Painting, sculpture
Song
Dance
Magic

Access to further studies
The Commedia School has established connections to universities or higher education institutions in Finland and
Denmark.
As described under “ECTS credit allocation” it is possible to get credit for studies at The Commedia School while enrolled
in other University or higher education institutions.
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Course structure diagram with credits (60 per full-time academic year)
60 ECTS credits = One full-time academic year
1 credit = 27,5 hours (class hours and preparation)
The course structure diagrams below show the allocation of credits, which include scheduled class hours and the time
spend outside class on individual preparation, group work and productions.
Furthermore the diagram specifically indicates the number of scheduled class hours.
1st year

The
Creative
Matter

Improvisation

Theme

Mask
Making

Mask
Play

Personnage

Pantomime

Story
Telling

Clown

Puppets

1 week
30 hours
ECTS: 1

6 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS: 6

3 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS: 3

3 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS: 4

5 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS: 6

5 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS: 6

1 week
10 hours
ECTS: 1

Production

Production

ECTS: 3

(Production)

Tour

Founda
tion
36
weeks

Awareness
through
movement

3 h/w
ECTS: 2

Mime

Movement

Acrobatics

Voice

4 h/w
ECTS: 15

3 h/w
ECTS: 4

4 h/w
ECTS: 5

1 h/w
ECTS: 4

2nd year

Theme

Melodrama
6 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS: 9

Texts
and
Tragedy
6 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS: 7

Buffoon

TIE

Cabaret

Commedia

6 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS:12

8 weeks
2 h/w
ECTS: 3

4 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS: 9

6 weeks
10 h/w
ECTS: 11

Production

Production

Production

Production

(Productions: 3 ECTS)

(Tour)

Founda
tion
28
weeks

Movement

Voice

3 h/w
ECTS: 3

2 h/w
ECTS: 3
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Timetable
Example
First year

Mandag
8.30 – 10.30
Mime
Teacher: Ole
10.30 – 11.25
Group study
11.25 – 13.25
Theme
Teacher: Ole

Tirsdag
8.30 – 10.30
Mime
Teacher: Ole
10.30 – 11.25
Group study
11.25 – 13.25
Theme
Teacher: Janusz

Onsdag
8.30 – 10.30
Movement/Impro
Teacher: Janusz
10.30 – 11.25
Group study
11.25 – 13.25
Theme
Teacher: Ruth

Torsdag
8.30 – 10.30
Acrobatic
Teacher: Ole
10.30 – 11.25
Group study
11.25 – 13.25
Theme
Teacher: Ole

Fredag
8.30 – 10.00
Mime
Teacher: Ole
10.00 – 11.00
Voice
11.00 – 11.55
Group study
11.55 – 13.25
Theme
Teacher: Ole

Tirsdag
13.30 – 15.15
Theme
Teacher: Janusz

Onsdag
13.30 – 15.00
Movement
Teacher: Ruth
15.00 – 16.00
Voice
Teacher: Ole
16.15 – 17.30
Theme
Teacher: Ole

Torsdag
13.30 – 15.15
Theme
Teacher: Ole

Fredag
13.30 – 15.30
Theme
Teacher: Ole

15.30 – 17.30
Theme
Teacher: Marcello

15.45 – 17.30
Theme
Teacher: Marcello

Second year

Mandag
13.30 – 15.00
Movement
Teacher: Ruth
15.00 – 16.00
Voice
Teacher: Ole
16.15 – 17.30
Theme
Teacher: Ole

15.30 – 17.15
Theme
Teacher: Ole

Assessment and examination
The Commedia School is a professional school, and has the obligation to develop each of the students so they discover
their performing skills at a professional level. Assessments are made daily and private individual conferences are held
regularly.
Furthermore the frequent productions serve as a clear and appropriate assessment criteria for the award of credits, and
make it possible to ascertain that the student has aquired the desired knowledge, understanding, skills and
competences.
Internal evaluation takes place on a weekly basis through presentations and shows. The evaluation is done by the school
director and teachers.
External evaluation takes place at the final productions at both first and second year. Examiners are theater
professionals.

Graduation requirements
Upon successful completion or the two year course the students are considered graduates and a diploma will be issued.

Mode of study
2 years full-time studies consisting of class hours, independent individual work, groupwork and performances.
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Description of individual course units:

1 year
Mime
Objective – Each student will develop the skills of fundamental mime movements of illusion mime, configuration mime,
elements and materials. They will demonstrate progress of those skills in each of the two weekly classes.
Evaluation – The students will be evaluated by the teaching staff based on their weekly group presentations and on their end
of year solo presentations of the prescribed chain of 19 movements and a solo movement composition.
Project work – Six weekly group projects are prepared by the students on their own outside of class and presented for the
teaching staff for critique and evaluation.
Movement
Objective – The course of study is to develop physical awareness through analysis of how the body functions in movement.
This study is based on the discoveries of Moshe Feldenkrais. Each student will demonstrate increased control and awareness
of their movements with a self evaluation at the end of each exercise session and conveyed to the instructor verbally.
Voice
Objective – This study is to develop the vocal projection and vocal control, awareness, and articulation necessary to the
performance styles of the first year of study.
Evaluation – Progress is evaluated each week at the end of each class by revealing the progress through demonstration of
vocal skills for the other students and the teacher. Texts in English and native languages are used for these demonstrations.
Independent study – Each student is expected to practice the exercises outside of class for at least ½ hour each week.
Acrobatics
Objective – The goal is develop the acrobatic skills of each student to the level of their individual capacity and to demonstrate
their understanding of the use of acrobatics in performances of different theatrical styles. Each student will reach the level of
skill and confidence so that the acrobatics serves the purpose of the style and the story rather than simply a display the
technical acrobatic skills.
Evaluation – In every class the students are under the constant guidance and supervision of the instructor who is giving
direct critique and evaluation of each students level and potential in every class.
Independent study – In each of the performing styles of the school, the students prepare each week a presentation based on
the themes studied and are expected to utilize the physical skills from their acrobatics classes where appropriate.
Mask Making
Objective – To design and construct a performance level mask during an intensive one‐week course.
Evaluation – The evaluation of the quality of the mask is by the group through exercises in playing the masks. In that process
the group can see how well the mask plays.
Mask Play
Objective – To give the students experience with many different types of masks. Each student will demonstrate their
understanding to the different demands of the different types of masks by making a presentation with each of the different
types. And to develop the actors sensitivity and awareness of economy of movement, to essentialize the movement of the
actor.
Evaluation ‐ The teachers will critique each presentation to confirm that the students recognize the different demands and
give directions for each student to improve their understanding of each. The critique will also help improve the ability to
recognize what makes a mask come alive so that confronted with a new mask they know what to do to find how it can play.
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Independent Study, Group Work – Each student is expected to spend at least one hour each day in preparation for the
presentation of their group mask pieces.
Puppets
Objective – To give the students an understanding that the fundamental principles of movement of mime are applicable to
puppets also.
Evaluation – Each student will demonstrate in class those basic mime movements using puppets at the same time recognizing
the particular puppet quality of each movement.
Improvisation
Objective – To develop the sense of play individually and with the others. And to develop each students sense of how to build
a scene and develop their sense of timing.
Evaluation – Critique is given by the teachers after each exercise of between five and ten minutes. An exercise is done by the
students and immediately evaluated and then done again several times with an evaluation after each pass.
Story Telling
Objective – To develop their own stories and their own unique physical style to the level of performance. Their stories will
be the result of being making stories using several techniques and in the process finding their own unique means.
Evaluation – The students will critiqued in the process of trying these techniques resulting in steady improvement to the
point of performance level material.
Clown
Objective – To develop the students’ unique stock comic character through practical exercises.
Evaluation – The same type of study with this style. Students are evaluated and critiqued after each exercise. It is an on going
evaluation, and integral part of the study method.
Pantomime
Objective – To develop the students’ technical skills using gestures to tell stories nonverbally.
Personage
Objective – To develop the level of play of the performer by using personages, characters of their own creation acting solo
and in groups. To develop the skill of performing more than one character in the same piece and those characters interacting.
Awareness Through Movement
Objective – To develop the students’ body awareness and functionality. The students will understand the dramatic effect of
their presence and gestures on a subtle level being able to adapt these subtle movements to complete a character or mask.

2 year
Movement
This is the foundation study for all the styles.
Objective – To refine the awareness of the functional integration of the body. To utilize that awareness in the conscious
projection of desired images to the public individually, as in character, and in ensemble creations. To utilize that awareness
in creating presentations and performances in the different styles.
Through the evaluation of presentations and performances the movement aspects are also evaluated verbally in critiques
given by the teaching staff.
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Voice
A foundation study for all the styles.
Objective ‐ To develop the language skills demanded of each of the styles and texts and an understanding of those demands.
Evaluation – Each class consists of exercises that are evaluated by the teachers and the students verbally relate their
discoveries.
Melodrama
Objective – To give the students a social and historical understanding of this style. To develop the students understanding
and ability to use the particular technical skills demanded by this style. To develop the students’ skills in playing the
emotional demands particular to melodrama. To create a public performance of one‐act melodrama plays created and
produced by the students.
Evaluation – An on‐going critique of class study and presentations as well as the performance by the teachers and the
students.
Buffoon
Objective – By studying this style, the students will understand how one can use comedy and tragedy in the same
performance and deal with extremely sensitive social issues without offending the public. They will also understand the
place of the grotesque in performing and understand a theatrical approach to mystery, the mysterious, and the mystical.
Evaluation – The style is investigated through exercises in improvisation which are evaluated by the teachers and the
students immediately after the exercises. The critique and evaluation are an integral part of the process. Larger studies done
independently outside of class are evaluated when presented to the class.
Cabaret
Objective – To introduce the students to several types of performance material wherein they will discover ways of
performing and create varieté numbers that could otherwise not be predicted.
Evaluation – The style is investigated through exercises in improvisation which are evaluated by the teachers and the
students immediately after the exercises. The critique and evaluation are an integral part of the process. Larger studies done
independently outside of class are evaluated when presented to the class.
Shakespeare texts
Objective – To give the students the keys to unlocking the texts of Shakespeare. To give them the appreciation of this genius
of English literature and the ability to find the keys within the texts to bring these texts alive. To let the students understand
the thought processes of theatre of that era.
Evaluation – Within the class setting the students present an analysis of certain selected texts. This is discussed with the
teacher and the classmates at the time. The students select a text, independently prepare it, and present it for critique and
comments by the teacher and other students.
Checkov texts
Objective – To give the students an understanding of modern text and the concept of subtext using scenes from Checkov’s
plays.
Evaluation – Using the class introduction to the texts, the students prepare scenes that are then presented to the class and
critiqued and commented on by the teacher and the other students.
Tragedy
Objective – To give the students understanding and experience in creating the tragic space. And to develop the physical,
movement and vocal skills demanded of tragic texts, ancient and modern.
Evaluation – Based on class exercises, the students create scenes from selected texts and present their study to the teachers
and other students for critique and discussion.
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Commedia
Objective – The students will understand the historical background of the commedia dell’arte, the Italian comedy, and what
can make this style alive and relevant in today’s social circumstances. They will develop stock characters using the classic
masks and prepare scenarios based on the exercises in the classes.
Evaluation – The final scenario presented by the second year students will be evaluated by the publics response to their show
and the teachers on going critique of class work.
Production
The objectives and evaluations are an integral part of the study of each style and identified with the style.
TIE (Theatre In Education)
The objective of this course is to give the students the pedagogical theoretical background in order to utilize their knowledge
of theatre and experience gained at The Commedia School in educational situations including classroom settings, as well as
any other educational situations in society. Our graduates are often called upon to develop education programs for groups
dealing with special controversial issues in many countries. The evaluation is and integral part of the course. Each
presentation is discussed by the participants and critiques given.

Part 3: General information for students

Cost of living
Denmark is an expensive place. The cost of living is high by all standards.
Accommodation
No accommodation is provided by the school.
Facilities for special needs students
The main criteria for entrance into the school is a demonstrated strong desire to perform. Applicants with special needs
are welcome and considered as equal partners with other students.

Insurance
No personal insurance is provided by the school.

Financial support for students
Some scholarships are available for students coming from countries with extreme disadvantage in exchange rates with
Danish currency.

Learning facilities
The studio is open to the students any time it is not occupied by classes.

International program
The Commedia School is an international school and its character is dependent on a wide number of nationalities in each
class. Applicants from all continents are very welcome.
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